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We given a new version of a theorem of Clay concerning the construction of BIB designs 
from Frobenius groups. 
In a recent paper [l] Clay describes amethod of constructing BIB designs from 
Frobenius groups. Let G = N X @ be a Frobenius group with kernel N and 
complement @. With the same notation of [ 11, we shall think of @ as a group of 
f.p.f. automorphisms of the group N and the operation of N will be written 
additively by +. For 0 #a E N define @(a) = {q(a) : tp E @}, @o(a) = @(a) U {0}, 
@*(a) = @(a) U @(-a) and @G(a) = @(a) U @(-a) U (0). In [l] Clay investigates 
the incidence structure (N, %*, E) whose points are the elements of N and whose 
blocks are the elements of 
CB*={@o*(a)+l:O#aEN,6EN}. 
He proves that if conditions: 
(1) for O#a E N, @o(a) fl @(-a) = {0}, 
(2) for 0 #a E IV, @(a) is not a subgroup of A/(+), 
(3) for each Q, E @ the map a-a + q(a) is a bijection on N, 
are satisfied, then (N, %*, E) is a BIB design with parameters u = IZVI, R = A = 
21@(+1, .=R(u- 1)/(6 - 1) and 6 = U(U - 1)/(6 - 1). 
Clay’s conditions seem to be rather involved. Here we prove that these 
conditions can be suitably reformulated by showing the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let G = N X @ be a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement 
4% Suppose that G has odd order and that N does not contain any @-invariant 
subgroup of order 2 I@1 + 1. Then (N, W, E) is a BIB design with parameters 
u = INI, & = A = 2 I@1 + 1, c =& - I)/(& - 1) and 6 = P(U - 1)/(6 - 1). 
Proof. (1) For 0 # a E N, @o(a) t7 @0(-a) = (0) @N and @ have odd order. 
Clearly, CI # -a for all a E N - (0) if and only if N has odd order. Now suppose 
there exist a E N, a # 0, and ql, cp2 E @, q1 # rp,, such that VI(a) = cp2( -4. Then 
(VP0 %)(a) = -a and hence (& 0 %)2(Q) = ((?P q1)(-a) = -(Q+ rpl)(@) = - 
( ) =a . Since the non-identical automorphisms of @ are f.p.f. we have that 
(‘ppl~cp,)~ = 1. So, @ has even order. Conversely, if @ has even order, then an 
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evolution of Q, inverts each element of N (see [2], Theorem 10.1.4) and hence 
cpo(c,) = @&a) for each a E N, do + 0. 
(2) If N and @ have odd order then the map a-+a -I- q(a) is a bijection fur each 
Q, E: (Qi. It suffices to show that the map a+ a + q(a) is injective. The map a* 2cc 
is injective since IN] is odd. Assume there exist a, 6 E N, a #B, and 43 E @, Q, + I, 
such that u + &a) = 6 + p(6). We have that a: + tp(a) = 6 + ~(6) e -6 + a = cp(6 - 
ct)erp(l-a)= -(6 -a) + I-6, a], where E-6, a] denotes the commutator of -6 
and a. Since cp is f.p.f. and N’ is ~-inva~~t, Q, induces a f.p.f. automo~bism on 
N= N/N* (see [2]; Lemma 10.1.3). We have that 97(6 -a) = -(I -ct) in N. 
Therefore Q, has order 2 on p as we have shown in the proof of (1) and this is a 
contradiction since ]@I is odd. 
Lastly, @c(a) is not a subgroup of N if and only if N does not possess any 
@&variant subgroup of order 2 }@I + 1. Indeed, if M is any such group, then 
N = @Z(G) for some a E M, a f 0. Therefore our conditions are equivalent o 
those of Clay. Cl 
We notice that the theorem just proved allows us to const~ct a very large 
number of examples of BIB designs (N, 9*, E). 
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